CASE STUDY:

NCMIC
BACKGROUND
National Chiropractic Mutual Insurance
Company (NCMIC) is a diversified business
serving several markets through a variety of
insurance and finance products. The NCMIC
Group offers malpractice insurance, business
and personal insurance, equipment loans,
merchant processing, business credit cards and
premium financing. CIO and CRO of the NCMIC
Group, Eric Madcharo and his team exemplify
the company slogan, “We Take Care of Our Own”
as they protect sensitive data and comply with
PCI DSS.

“IN WORKING THROUGH AUDITS, IT’S
A RARE-FIND WHERE THE COMPANY
CONSISTENTLY BRINGS A POSITIVE
APPROACH TO WORKING THROUGH
ISSUES AS OPPOSED TO A MIND-SET
OF PENALTIES AND BEING PUNITIVE
IN NATURE. ONE OF THE BEST
OUTCOMES WE’VE EXPERIENCED IN
WORKING WITH SECURITYMETRICS
IS A SENSE THAT THEY ARE ON OUR
SIDE TO HELP US MEET AND STAY
PCI COMPLIANT. FROM GREAT FOLKS,
TO STRONG COMMUNICATIONS ALL
LEAD TO AN OVERALL POSITIVE
EXPERIENCE THAT WITH THEIR
HELP, WE CONSISTENTLY LEARN
AND IMPROVE OUR ENVIRONMENT.”
-ERIC MADCHARO
CIO AND CRO

CHALLENGES YOU FACED
WITH PCI COMPLIANCE
• As the PCI standards have evolved, staying current is a
challenge. As with any standard, there is always room for
interpretation and options available to meet the goal.
• Working with a partner who is intimately familiar and
knowledgeable with all facets of PCI is not always the case.
Unfortunately, many companies provide consulting resources
that come up short and are not well versed in all of the aspects
of operating a complex IT environment and how PCI fits in.
• Finding and working with a partner that not only helps us
meet PCI compliance, but provides great customer service and
education along the way that results in our own internal folks
being better at what they do.

RESOLVING CHALLENGES
WITH SECURITYMETRICS
• SecurityMetrics has been a strong and readily available
resource to provide guidance on our environment to maintain
PCI compliance. When a PCI question or a shift in our technical
environment is being contemplated, we won’t hesitate to pick up
the phone and reach out to SecurityMetrics for their guidance
knowing we’ll get sound and clear advice.
• As NCMIC has worked with SecurityMetrics, we have consistently
found the resources assigned to our engagement are top-notch;
they consistently bring a depth of experience and knowledge to
the table that helps us go through a smooth review process.
• Consistently as we have worked with SecurityMetrics, they are
truly committed to helping companies implement and build
strong security environments for their technology. During the
process, they have helped our staff become more knowledgeable
and stronger in meeting the security challenges we face.

GOALS ACHIEVED WORKING
WITH SECURITYMETRICS
• Received a passing Report on Compliance that gives us the ability
to demonstrate full compliance to partners, customers, etc.
• Restrict access as much as possible to sensitive data in our
environment.
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• Found a reputable, helpful, and responsive partner to assist with
ongoing PCI and data security questions and implementation.

